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Abstract: Drag reduction plays a major role in future aircraft design in order to lower emissions in
aviation. In transonic flight, the transonic shock induces wave drag and thus increases the overall
aircraft drag and hence emissions. In the past decades, shock control has been investigated intensively
from an aerodynamic point of view and has proven its efficacy in terms of reducing wave drag.
Furthermore, a number of concepts for shock control bumps (SCBs) that can adapt their position and
height have been introduced. The implementation of adaptive SCBs requires a trade-off between
aerodynamic benefits, system complexity and overall robustness. The challenge is to find a system
with low complexity which still generates sufficient aerodynamic improvement to attain an overall
system benefit. The objectives of this paper are to summarize adaptive concepts for shock control,
and to evaluate and compare them in terms of their advantages and challenges of their system
integrity so as to offer a basis for robust comparisons. The investigated concepts include different
actuation systems as conventional spoiler actuators, shape memory alloys (SMAs) or pressurized
elements. Near-term applications are seen for spoiler actuator concepts while highest controllability
is identified for concepts several with smaller actuators such as SMAs.

Keywords: morphing wing; shock control bumps; adaptive spoiler; transonic drag reduction

1. Introduction

The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is one of the most prominent challenges
facing all transportation sectors today and especially so in aviation. To accomplish global
objectives, such as those outlined in Flightpath 2050 [1], NASA’s Environmentally Respon-
sible Aviation (ERA) project [2], the German aviation strategy [3] and the European Green
Deal [4], aircraft must be more efficient to reduce their emissions during operation. Aside
from alternative fuels or weight reduction strategies, several other ideas and approaches
to increase aircraft efficiency are under investigation including laminar flow wing tech-
nologies and turbulent skin friction reduction for reducing friction drag, and high aspect
ratio wings for reducing lift-induced drag as summarized in [5]. Since transport aircraft
usually travel at transonic speeds, wave drag generated by transonic shocks on the wing
surfaces also provides a significant contribution to overall aircraft drag. Furthermore, the
phenomenon of buffet can occur which can lead to structural vibrations and thus limit
the flight envelop [6–8]. For a review of transonic shock buffet the reader is referred to
Giannelis et al. [9]. Research into shock control for transonic airplanes over the last few
decades has been motivated by the possibility to reduce wave drag, as well as recent
investigations into delaying buffet onset. The goals of shock control are to implement a
device which reduces the shock strength and consequently wave drag and/or to delay
the buffet onset and thus to reduce emissions, extend the flight envelop and/or reduce
flow induced vibrations. While the drag reduction potential of SCBs has been investigated
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over almost the past three decades [10–25], buffet control by SCBs has been investigated
less extensively [6–9,26–29]. For detailed research on buffet control via SCBs the reader is
referred to Mayer [6] and Mayer et al. [7].

In 1992, Ashill et al. [10] introduced the concept of SCBs as a promising method to
reduce the strength of a transonic shock, since such a local contour change in the vicinity
of the shock can reduce the strength of the shock and thus has the potential to reduce the
overall drag of an aircraft and therefore the overall fuel consumption and emissions. For a
detailed review of aerodynamic investigations of SCBs the reader is referred to Bruce and
Colliss [25]. The current review paper here is complementary to [25] in that focus is placed
on adaptive concepts.

Several substantial aerodynamic investigations into SCBs have been carried out among
which the two European projects EUROSHOCK (1993–1995) [12] and EUROSHOCK II
(1996–1999) [16] play a major role. In EUROSHOCK, passive shock control devices like
perforated skins with cavities beneath them (porosities) have been investigated. Although
these concepts show indeed a reduction in wave drag, they also lead to an increase in
viscous drag and thus to an increase in total drag (on the investigated laminar wings) [12].
Therefore, in EUROSHOCK II adaptive systems have been analyzed like perforated strips
and cavities with suction, ventilation or hybrid-control as well as physical contour bumps
with and without suction. As with the results of EUROSHOCK, the results of EUROSHOCK
II show a total drag increase for almost all variants of porosities. However, the physical
contour bump was found to be very effective. In particular, an adaptive SCB which is
variable in its height and in combination with a discrete suction upstream of the bump
shows the highest potential for reducing both wave and total drag. Therefore, the recom-
mendation for the use of adaptive SCBs to cover a wider flight envelope range is given.
Another interesting finding of EUROSHOCK II regarding shock control is the positive
effect of SCBs on the buffet boundary [16,30,31].

SCBs analyzed in EUROSHOCK II have a fixed location on the wing and thus are not
variable in their positions. This means that these SCBs are optimized for one single design
point and therefore fixed in their location and shape. Although such SCBs decrease drag at
the corresponding design point, they can increase drag at off-design conditions. During
the period of the EUROSHOCK projects, research focused on robust but fixed SCB designs
that reduce drag over a wider range of flight conditions since adaptive concepts did not
have the capability as adaptive systems show today. However, nowadays adaptive systems
have reached a high technological readiness and the implementation in real aircraft has
been demonstrated. This is why adaptive SCBs that can vary their height and position
offer substantial potential, since morphing bumps can mitigate aerodynamic penalties at
off-design conditions.

Adaptive SCBs are one type of morphing wing technologies [32–41] which also include,
e.g., morphing leading edges (droop nose) [42–48], morphing trailing edges [30,49–51] or
morphing winglets [50,52]. In addition to two-dimensional (2D) bumps, the potential of
three-dimensional (3D) SCBs for reducing drag and/or delaying buffet onset has been
investigated [6,7,22,26,27,53–57]. A comparison between 2D and 3D bumps is given by
Deng and Qin [58]. However, most of the adaptive SCB concepts presented in this review
do not focus on 2D or 3D shaped bumps in particular but often the concepts could be used
for both applications.

These results of the EUROSHOCK projects have been a main driver for the investiga-
tion of SCBs for wave drag reduction in the past two decades. This review aims to provide
an overview of several adaptive shock control concepts including approaches that mainly
use the spoiler actuator, concepts that use several smaller actuated elements, passive skin
deformation due to pressure differences in the vicinity of the shock, as well as using plasma
for shock mitigation purposes.

The goals of an adaptive shock control concept are to not only mitigate wave drag
as well as overall drag but also to lower overall fuel burn. This is why, for example, the
weight of the integrated adaptive system must not be excessively heavy, since otherwise
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the positive effect of drag reduction is compensated by the additional fuel needed for the
increased weight. In general, the challenge is multidisciplinary whereby any added weight
and complexity need to be offset by a sufficiently large aerodynamic benefit in order to
achieve a net top-level benefit.

This paper summarizes adaptive SCB concepts and compares them in terms of their
advantages and challenges with respect to their structural and system integration. Focus
is given to whether these systems are able to adapt the bump location and its height, and
if so, how that is achieved. Although a brief review of their aerodynamic effectiveness is
sometimes given, the advantages and challenges regarding their systemic realization and
structural design are the main focus of this work. Section 2 provides a literature review of
adaptive SCB concepts and Section 3 presents a discussion in which the advantages as well
as the challenges of the respective concepts are outlined. Furthermore, a comparative table
of the introduced concepts is also presented. Section 4 draws a conclusion in terms of the
practical applicability of the concepts and an outlook for future investigations into SCB
design is given in Section 5.

2. Literature Review of Adaptive Concepts for Shock Control

A typical wing of conventional transport aircraft consists of movable parts for flight
control such as flaps, slats, ailerons and spoilers. While the slats are located on the leading
edge (LE), the flaps (inboard) and ailerons (outboard) form the trailing edge (TE) of the
wing. The spoilers are mounted upstream of the flaps and responsible, e.g., for the airbrake,
lift dumping and enabling coordinated turns. Hence, they must bear comparable high
loads during the landing phase.

In this section, the results of a literature study are summarized. There are several ways
to approach the challenge of designing adaptive SCBs or similar systems for shock control.
Since conventional transport aircraft generally use spoilers and flaps for flight control,
and since the transonic shock is often located on the spoiler, several concepts focus upon
this wing region. Advantages of using a morphing spoiler to form the SCB is that there
is already an actuation system present and that there is a good chance of having enough
installation space for additional components—in contrary, e.g., to the wing box where an
implementation of additional parts would decrease the tank volume or the aileron region
where the wing is rather thin.

As described above, SCBs are the most promising approach for wave drag reduction
by weakening the transonic shock which is why most of the following concepts include
the formation of a bump on the wing suction side. To get an understanding of this kind of
shock control, the aerodynamic phenomenon is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Aerodynamic principle to mitigate the transonic shock (a) by using a shock control bump
(SCB) with smooth transition (b) or wedged bump with a kink to form the λ-shock structure (c) based
on [15,25] (Ma: Mach number).
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Depending on the design and the shape of the SCB, the main shock is bifurcated
by the bump into several isentropic compression waves for a smooth transition from
airfoil to bump (Figure 1b) or into the so called lambda shock structure (λ-shock) with
a front and a rear leg if the SCB is more wedge-shaped and has a kink on the transi-
tion from airfoil to bump (Figure 1c) which is highly beneficial in terms of wave drag
reduction [14,15,22,23,25,59,60].

As Sommerer et al. [15] investigated, the bump shape plays only a minor role in terms
of drag reduction and the SCB location and height are the two most important parameters.
However, as also shown in Figure 1, the type of shock interference depends on the shape of
the bump. According to Mayer [6], the smooth transition leads to isentropic compressions
waves and might perform better whilst the kink anchor with a wedge-shaped bump is
more robust towards flow condition changes [61]. However, the SCB height, position
as well as the location of the crest are very important for an effective and robust bump
design [27,55,59,60]. This is why an accurate control of the SCB should be enabled by
an adaptive system. The following section reviews several SCB concepts with regard to
such functionalities.

2.1. Preformed Spoiler Concepts
2.1.1. One-Actuator Concept

In 2016, Kirn et al. [62] and Machunze et al. [63] published this concept of a preformed
spoiler geometry and in 2019 the corresponding patent by Hansen et al. [64] was released.
The spoiler forms the bump in its preformed state and can be transformed to an almost
plane form—which represents the clean cruise shape—by increasing the pulling force of
the spoiler actuator, which is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Adaptive spoiler with preformed shape and the spoiler actuator based on [62].

Since the flap serves as counter force, the contact point of the spoiler can slide on the
flap when the actuator pulls the spoiler into its planar shape. Besides the preformed struc-
ture another structural element deserves attention. The authors invented a flexible solid
body hinge which serves as an alternative to the conventional spoiler joint. Termed “flexible
hinge”, this part consists of a flexure hinge made of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
which replaces the conventional jointed hinge [62,63,65]. Since this technology is gapless
and stepless, it prevents the airflow from undesired disturbances, as they could occur
through a conventional spoiler joint. Moreover, another part of the spoiler is structurally
modified and reduced in its stiffness. This so-called bump hinge or cut-out part of the
spoiler is located between the two stiffer sections. It is needed for an accurate positioning
of the bump crest. On the one hand, this bump hinge introduces enough flexibility of the
spoiler during the bump formation and, on the other hand, it provides sufficient stiffness
for the airbrake load case.
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The forces during the airbrake are not only a challenge for the bump hinge section but
especially for the flexible hinge. Since this spoiler region must be designed with a rather
small skin thickness to enable a large deformation, it would not be able to bear the loads
on its own. For this purpose, Hansen et al. [65] describe guiding kinematics which serve as
supporting mechanism to bear the aerodynamic forces, so that the flexible hinge is only
loaded with pure bending.

Kirn et al. [62] assume a bump height variation of 0.1 to 0.5% chord length and a
variation of the shock location of 15 to 20% chord. While the height of the bump can
be adjusted by a variation of actuator force, the bump crest position cannot be changed.
Kirn et al. [62] instead utilize the variable camber (VC) functionality to adjust flap position
by several degrees to ensure that the shock coincides with the fixed bump position which
is described by Werner [66] in more detail.

An additional version of this concept is realized by the implementation of a secondary
actuator which reinforces the bump hinge section of the spoiler. This is mentioned in the
patent of Hansen et al. [64]. With this additional actuator the shape of the bump can be
controlled more accurately and, moreover, the spoiler can form a plane shape in the high-lift
configuration and the airbrake case due to the increased stiffness. Furthermore, a concept
of using an accurate mechanism instead of a second actuator is also conceivable [64]. In the
following section, the approach by using a secondary actuator is described.

2.1.2. Two-Actuator Concept

Based on the work of Kirn et al. [62] and Machunze et al. [63], Kintscher and Mon-
ner [67] presented in 2017 a concept of an adaptive spoiler that uses a secondary actuator in
addition to the main spoiler actuator. Aside from the two actuators, this system consists of
two structural reinforced skin parts and guiding rails for the main spoiler actuator, which
is shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, the spoiler TE section is preformed and also the flexible
hinge is used instead of a conventional spoiler hinge, which mandates the use of guiding
rails. Moreover, the structure between the two reinforcements is modified and enabled
to be more flexible. This leads to a maximum forward bump position located at the thin
spoiler skin between the two reinforcements while the maximum backward bump position
is created just behind the reinforcement near the TE.
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Figure 3. Two-actuator concept of an adaptive preformed spoiler bump system based on [67].

Contrary to the concept of the former section, the spoiler of Kintscher and Monner
can vary its bump position within a limited range of 7.5% chord. However, the position
variation is only limited to the location of the reinforcements, which means that if enough
installation space is given larger position variations could also be possible. Furthermore,
maximum bump heights of 0.76% chord for the maximum forward bump crest position
and 0.62% chord for the maximum backward position have been reached.

Kintscher and Monner [67] investigate four primary load cases: (i) The cruise flight
with a pressure load of 4000 Pa and ±10% load variation, (ii) the airbrake case with
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5000 Pa as well as (iii) the maximum forward and (iv) maximum backward SCB positions.
Moreover, the primary installation actuator angle is varied in a range of 10◦, 20◦ and 30◦,
as shown in Figure 4, to lower the actuator forces.
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Figure 4. Variation in installation angle of the primary spoiler actuator based on [67].

The increase of the primary actuator angle from 10◦ to 30◦ decreases the primary
actuator force by approximately 50%. Also, the necessary forces in the other load cases
decrease. The forces of the secondary actuator were not influenced distinctly by this angle
variation of the primary actuator. The design driving load case for the primary actuator
is the airbrake since a maximum force of 40 kN is reached. The secondary actuator needs
20 kN at airbrake conditions. With an opposite direction of force, the other three load cases
lead to forces of maximum 25–27 kN in both actuators. Thus, all loads stay within the given
limit of about 40 kN which represents the spoiler actuator force of a typical short-medium
range aircraft. Moreover, the deviations of the spoiler shape to the reference shape should
stay below the limit of ±0.5 mm, which is the case for the cruise pressure load variations of
±10% simulated in this design process [67].

From a structural point of view, again the airbrake load case is design driving. The
flexible hinge region has been reduced to 1.5 mm skin thickness which results in a maximum
principal strain of 0.8%. Two general possibilities to reduce the strain in this hinge region
are to decrease the skin thickness or extend the length of the flexible hinge. However, in
this design the thickness of 1.5 mm is already approaching practical minimum limits [67].

2.2. Shock Control Concepts Using Multiple Actuators or Adaptive Elements

In Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, actuators are introduced that use shape memory
alloys (SMAs) for actuation. These metal alloys can be loaded and deformed, but are able
to recover their initial shape by thermal energy. This heat can be applied to SMAs by an
electrical current which implies that cables are needed for suppling this actuation energy. In
general, SMAs have a large work output per actuator mass, which makes them promising
for applications with limited installation space.

2.2.1. Fish-Mouth Actuator

In 2000, Pritschow et al. [68] proposed several possibilities to form an adaptive bump
with SMAs. One of these concepts was introduced under the name fish-mouth actuator
by Campanile et al. [69] also in 2000 and further described by Wadehn et al. [70] in 2002,
Campanile and Keimer [71] in 2003 and Campanile et al. [72] in 2004. The setup of one of
these SMA actuators is demonstrated in Figure 5.

The fish-mouth actuator consists of a composite spring, a carbon stiffener on top and
a bundle of SMA wires in between, which are made from nickel-titanium (NiTi). These
SMA wires are pre-strained and can be activated by heat (introduced by an electric current).
Two copper clamps at both sides bind the spring and wires. Through their activation, the
wires are contracted in longitudinal wire direction and deform the surrounding spring.
The whole actuator is mounted on a metal plate to enable a deformation only in the
upwards direction and consequently against an above mounted flexible skin to form the
SCB. The actuators are placed next to one another in chordwise direction which is depicted
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Arrangement of several fish-mouth actuators with shape memory alloy (SMA) wires in a spoiler of an aircraft
wing based on [71,72].

The composite spring fulfills several tasks including the conversion of the longitudinal
wire contraction into a transversal movement as well as an amplification of this motion.
Furthermore, the motion into the original actuator shape (before activation) is driven by
the tension in the composite spring. Consequently, the SMA wires are only responsible for
the formation of the bump while the spring realizes the movement back to the flat shape of
the flexible spoiler skin.

Actuator Geometry and Structural Design

The following description is based on Campanile et al. [72] (2004). Over 400 fish-mouth
actuators were manufactured for a wind tunnel model of which 84 have been implemented
into the experimental model. With a chord length of 400 mm and a desired maximum
bump height of 0.5% chord, the desired maximum stroke of one actuator is 2 mm. The stiff
part of the actuator has a length of 30 mm, and with a total width of the composite spring
of 50 mm this leaves 10 mm on both sides to form variable parts of the composite spring.
The actuator height amounts to 8 mm (including 1 mm thickness of the laminate on top of
the actuator). This geometric setup is depicted in Figure 7.
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The NiTi-SMA wires feature a diameter of 0.392 mm and an austenitic start tem-
perature of 88 ◦C. With this configuration a force of 200 N is used in the final design
configuration as well as a transverse stiffness of 70 N/mm. The maximum actuator force
(blocking force) amounts to 240 N [72].

2.2.2. Tube Spring Actuator

The Tube Spring actuator concept was introduced by Bein et al. [73,74] (1998, 2000)
and investigated also by Monner et al. [49] (2000). It focusses also on an adaptive spoiler in
which the actuators are mounted on a load carrying structure and covered by a flexible
spoiler skin, against which the actuators push when activated. Similar to the fish-mouth
actuators, several of these so-called Tube Springs are implemented in chordwise direction
into the spoiler (compare Figure 6). The single actuator is shaped like a lying eight and has
a stringer in the middle which is depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Tube Spring actuator made out of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) that can be
activated via pressure (p) or a shape memory alloy (SMA) based on [49,74].

The actuator is made from CFRP and when activated it pushes the stringer upwards
against the flexible spoiler skin which then forms a SCB. The authors mention two em-
bodiments of this actuator. In a first variant, pressure is used for activation and therefore
the concept consists of an additional inner rubber hose. Consequently, the wing must be
equipped with a system for the pressure fluid inside the wing consisting out of values,
tubes and pumps as well as a suitable sealing of the pressure system. The second concept
variant uses SMAs to realize a deformation, which are mounted on the upper half of the
Tube Spring. An activation of the SMAs leads to a deformation of the whole spring, similar
to the activation via pressure [49,74].

2.2.3. Pressurized Chambers

In 2015, Kintscher et al. [75] developed a SCB concept with several chambers on
which pressure can be applied, to expand them. This concept has been refined by Alves
de Sousa et al. [76] (2020). The expanding chambers push against a flexible spoiler skin,
whereby the bump is formed, which is shown in Figure 9.
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As with many others, this concept focusses on the spoiler but since the spoiler mecha-
nisms and functions are not touched, a full redesign of the spoiler is not necessary, which is
comparable to the Tube Spring and fish-mouth actuators. The morphing spoiler consists of
three layers of which the bottom layer depicts the supporting structure while the top layer
is represented by a flexible skin material. The layer in between comprises the pressure
chambers. For these chambers flexible walls are implemented to enable a deformation.
Since the chambers are independent of each other the pressure can be adjusted differently
in each chamber.

The chambers and the skin are fixed on the edges in chordwise direction. This leads
to an expansion of the chambers towards the wing’s suction side. Hence, the flexible
skin is deformed. A means of sealing has to also be realized at the edges in spanwise
direction. For the spoiler closings in spanwise direction, Kintscher et al. [75] describe three
different types: open ends, fixed ends and closed ends with a fiber glass plate (which has
a thickness of 1 mm). With regard to the deformations, the fixed and closed ends show
an almost equal behavior. Compared to the open ends, the fixed and closed ends lead
to a much stiffer design, distinctly lower deformation than wanted and a different peak
location. Furthermore, waviness close to the spoiler trailing edge occurs. Based on these
phenomena as well as positive effects with open ends like an uniform bump shape and a
lower actuation pressure, Kintscher et al. [75] describe a spoiler with open ends that offers
the best shape behavior, although the question of how to enclose the fluid remains.

Since the number of chambers is directly linked to the weight increase and system
complexity, Kintscher et al. [75] analyzed the effect of two and three chambers in chordwise
direction. The results show that the three-chamber design can lead to a reduction of the
needed chamber pressure. However, with the third chamber an additional chamber wall
has to be implemented which adds flexural rigidity to the system. This is why for every
spoiler and wing configuration it should be analyzed how many chambers are optimal for
the respective design.

The 2D two-chamber design of the flexible skin is described by Alves de Sousa et al. [76]
as a 5 mm thick glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP). The S-shaped stringer respectively
wall between both chambers is also made out of GFRP. The supporting structure and the
active layer consist of CFRP and unidirectional GFRP. With a chordwise spoiler length of
1 m, the maximum achievable bump height is 8.16 mm and the maximum principal strain
amounts to 0.45%. Moreover, a focus was placed on the spoiler tips in spanwise direction.
At both ends, the tips amount to 10% of the spanwise length of the spoiler. Nevertheless,
the differences of the spoiler tip deformations only differ for about 1 to 5%, depending on
the particular design.

2.2.4. SMA Plate

Hao et al. [77] (2018) describe the possibility to use an SMA plate, integrated into the
wing suction side, to generate a 3D bump. Since the authors assume the bump’s expansion
in chordwise direction to be 20% of the chord, the expansion in spanwise direction is also
set to 20% chord, which makes the plate quadratic. This is depicted in Figure 10.
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In the initial stage the SMA plate has the shape of the original airfoil and is pre-
strained, which means that the initial strains in chordwise and spanwise directions are
negative. The initial temperature of the plate is−5 ◦C at which the SMA is fully martensitic.
When the temperature is increased the SMA transforms into the austenitic phase. At the
three considered points on the plate this transformation starts at about −1.8 ◦C and is
fully completed for the point A in the middle of the plate at 6.2 ◦C. On the boundaries,
however, a larger temperature increase is needed, since these are the areas of a high stress
concentration. Even at the highest considered temperature of 15 ◦C these regions (point
B and C) are not fully austenitic. However, for the formation of the bump it is sufficient
that only the middle of the plate is transformed fully. Under the circumstances considered
in [77], the SMA plate reaches a maximum bump height of 2.4 mm. With a given chord
length of 0.3048 m this corresponds with a relative height of 0.79% chord. Nevertheless,
higher bump crests can be reached within the same temperature range if the maximum
transformation strains are changed. For higher transformation strains a value of even
3.25 mm (1.07% chord) could be reached [77].

A similar approach is described by Zhang et al. [78] who apply an SMA plate made of
NiTi with the dimensions 2 mm × 44 mm × 76.5 mm in a wind tunnel to create a bump.
However, since the application described in [78] focusses on supersonic inlets and the
tests are carried out at Mach 2.0 to 3.8, the aim differs somewhat from the transonic shock
alleviation discussed in this review. Nevertheless, the general idea of such an SMA plate is
applicable for transonic shocks as well.

2.3. Using Pressure Differences in the Shock Region

The underlying idea of using perforated strips and cavities in the EUROSHOCK
projects [12,16], as introduced in Section 1, is based on different pressure levels which are
present in the vicinity of the transonic shock. These pressure differences can lead to a
re-circulation of the air flow through the cavity and perforated skin and thus affect the
shock [12,16,79,80]. Moreover, these pressure differences can also be used to deform a
flexible plate which is described in the following section.

2.3.1. Thin Flexible Plate

Jinks et al. [81] (2015) describe a passive concept as well as an additional actuated
approach. For both concepts the authors performed simulations with coupled fluid–
structure interaction (FSI) as well as wind tunnel measurements. Similar simulations using
FSI have been performed by Gramola et al. [82,83] and Shinde et al. [84,85].

The general idea of the passive concept is based on a flexible plate on an airfoil
suction side that is deformed only by the depression due to the airflow aerodynamics in
the transonic shock vicinity. Similar to the porosity that has been debated in Section 1, this
concept applies the pressure differences in the shock regime. As depicted in Figure 11, the
pressure levels in the supersonic region as well as in the direct shock vicinity are lower
than the pressure downstream of the shock. By implementing a cavity beneath a flexible
skin and by appropriately adjusting the cavity pressure, the pressure difference can cause a
deformation of the flexible material. This deformation leads to a bump formation which is
affecting the transonic shock similar to an adaptive SCB, as can be seen in Figure 11.

For the wind tunnel model, Jinks et al. [81] use a 0.4 mm thin aluminum plate (Al 7075
T6) that reaches from 40 to 60% chord. Since the shock is located at about 50% chord it is
almost in the middle of the flexible airfoil surface. The airfoil chord length is given as 1 m.
The investigated cavity pressures range from 0.3 to 1.0 bar and for the experiments in a
Mach 1.4 wind tunnel a value of about 0.7 bar has been chosen.

Since the cavity pressure is the only control variable and the bump position cannot be
controlled with such a passive approach, Jinks et al. [81] suggest an additional actuated
concept which was originally proposed by Ashill et al. [10] in 1992. This SCB concept uses
an actuated flexible plate which is described in the following section.
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Figure 11. Formation of a lambda-shock structure due to the bump formation of a pressure-deformed
flexible plate based on [81].

2.3.2. Actuated Thin Flexible Plate

An advancement of the flexible plate approach from Section 2.3.1 is an actuated
solution in which Jinks et al. [81] use a Haydon-Kerk 25443 actuator with a maximum
displacement of 18 mm. This actuator is located in the middle of the flexible plate. This
actuator can be used to extend the airfoil surface by pushing against it and the actuator
can, conversely, retract and thus hold the surface down, which is depicted in Figure 12.
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In the retracted case (Figure 12a) the bump crest position is further upstream while
with extending the actuator (Figure 12b) the bump moves towards the trailing edge. It
could be detected that the cavity pressure has a distinctively smaller effect on the bump
geometry compared to the non-actuated flexible plate [81].

While in [81] (2015) the maximum stress in the single actuation point is approximately
69% of the yield stress, Jinks et al. [86] (2016) could reduce this value to a reported 58%
yield stress. Hence, in both approaches the stresses are far below 90% yield stress (safety
factor: 10%) which the authors chose as limit.

Whilst a smaller skin thickness will allow for lower actuation forces for the same
deflection, questions relating to the robustness of such low thicknesses (e.g., impact damage
and corresponding maintenance and repair time and costs) still remain.

2.3.3. Thin Flexible Plate with Two Actuation Points

In 2018, Jinks et al. [87] described another concept consisting of two actuators and
a thin flexible skin. This design was already proposed by Ashill et al. [10] in 1992 and is
shown in Figure 13.

Although for this concept the thin flexible plate is not explicitly described as a 0.4 mm
thin plate, it is to be assumed that a similar plate as in [81,86] (Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2)
is used in [87], since the authors mention that the aerodynamic pressure also plays an
important role by forming the SCB shape. However, the authors do not describe the
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importance of the cavity pressure for this concept, which could mean that it is comparably
independent of this variable.
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As mentioned before, Jinks et al. [81,86] could keep the maximum von Mieses stresses
below the limit of 90% yield stress. This is also true for the two-actuator solution in both
actuation points [87].

Rhodes [35] (2012) analyzed the impact of using one, two or more actuation points
to form a SCB. The result is that only minor benefits occur if more than two actuation
points are considered with respect to the bump’s shape accuracy. This is why, in the scope
of this review, the concepts by Jinks et al. [87] (2018) and Ashill et al. (1992) seem to be
a promising approach and trade-off between rather low complexity but still sufficient
morphing functionality. However, it remains unanswered if also the position variation of
the bump can sufficiently be implemented by using only two actuators.

2.4. Compliant Structures with One Actuator

In 2006, a patent of Kota and Hetrick [88] was released which contains the capability
of morphing compliant and resilient structures to influence the fluid flow characteristics.
Among these claims is also the embodiment of a surface bump for shock control as it
is depicted in Figure 14. The compliant structures are deformed by an actuator, move
upwards and push against a flexible skin, whereby the bump is created.
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As can be seen in Figure 14, only one actuator it used, however, this actuator does
not have to be the spoiler actuator and the concept could also include several actuators.
In [88] camber control used in collaboration with the bump is also mentioned. The general
idea of applying compliant structures for adaptive shock control concepts offers a wide
range of opportunities. Such structures are also conceivable in combination with one
of the other concepts described in this review. The load transfer through the compliant
mechanisms can lead to a realization of an adaptive SCB in wing areas with comparably
less installation space.
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2.5. Plasma Heating Elements

The possibility to influence the air flow and the boundary layer as well as reduc-
ing the drag (e.g., of a blunt body) by inducing a plasma has already been investigated
widely [89–95]. With regards to transonic shock reduction, Chang et al. [96,97] (2012, 2019)
describe the possibility to influence the air flow on an aircraft wing by creating a plasma.
Such concepts consist basically of a plasma generator, a power source, a sensor and a
controller. As shown in Figure 15, the plasma generator could, e.g., be conducted with two
electrodes (a) or one single electrode (b), whereby these electrodes could also be recessed
into the surface.
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The electric current in the plasma heats up the surrounding air flow which leads to
changes in temperature and pressure. This can increase the local speed of sound limit
which reduces the Mach number and consequently the strength of the shock. Under certain
circumstances, the formation of the shock could be prevented entirely [97].

According to Lin et al. [98] (2012), drag reductions of about 13% have been simulated,
using a thermal source term model for a RAE2822 airfoil at Mach 0.81. The simulated
approach seems to be similar to the patents of Chang et al. [96,97], however, no information
is given in [98] if these drag reductions refer to the total airfoil drag or only to wave drag.
Furthermore, a necessary temperature of 3000 K is denoted in [98].

3. Discussion

The above introduced adaptive systems and concepts to alleviate the strength of a
transonic shock on an aircraft wing use different approaches to form a SCB or to influence
the air flow near the shock. In the following, the above described concepts are grouped and
analyzed in terms of their advantages as well as their challenges which are to be faced with
the respective systems. At the end of this section, this discussion is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of shock control concepts including advantages, disadvantages and sources.

# Concepts Advantages Challenges

1 Perforated skin/
porosity

• Very simple and passive
• Small weight impact
• Little installation space
• Not limited to spoiler

• Mitigate overall drag increase
• Implement cleaning system or prevent

pores from pollution

2 Preformed spoiler 1

• Very simple
• Proven technologies
• Small weight impact if only spoiler

actuator is used

• Not position variable if only spoiler
actuator is used→ VC 2 is needed

• Mitigate weight increase, if second
actuator is implemented

• Combination with other concepts, if
SCBs on wing outboard regions are to
be installed (since this concept is
limited to the spoiler)
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Table 1. Cont.

# Concepts Advantages Challenges

3 SMA 3 wire bundle
actuators

• Accurate bump shape control
• Height & position variable
• Not limited to spoiler

• SMAs need constant heat supply,
sufficient isolation and/or locking
device

• Reduce complexity of controlling
several actuators

4 SMA plate
• Little installation space required
• Not limited to spoiler

• Since only 3D bumps are possible, SCBs
must be designed accurately to perform
as good as 2D SCBs

• Not position variable→ VC is needed
• SMAs need constant heat supply,

sufficient isolation and/or locking
device

5 Pressure-actuated
concepts

• Accurate bump shape control
• Height & position variable
• Not limited to spoiler

• Sealing for pressure system
• Reduce weight increase due to pressure

system
• Reduce complex of control (depending

on number of elements)

6
Thin flexible plate

deformation by airflow
pressure differences

• Simple (especially the passive
approach)

• Small weight impact
• Little installation space
• Height and (limited) position variation

• Strong dependency on cavity pressure
→ Accurate control and sealing needed

• Passive: No active shape control
possible

• Actuated: Limited shape control
• Construct thin flexible plate robust

enough (e.g., against hail damage)

7 Compliant structures

• Not limited to spoiler
• Could be combined with several other

concepts
• Potentially reduced wear

• Multidisciplinary design framework
needed

• Reduce actuator forces
• Simplify manufacturing and assemblies

8 Shock mitigation with plasma

• Fast control
• Small weight impact
• Little installation space

• Limit high energy amount for plasma
• Strong insolation of fuel tanks against

electrical currents and plasma needed
• Early technology stage for shock control

1 The flexible hinge technology is innovative but challenging, however, this technology is not mandatory for these concepts and it could be
applied to any other spoiler concept as well; 2 VC: Variable Camber; 3 SMA: Shape memory alloy.

3.1. Concept 1—Perforated Skin/Porosity (Passive Approach)

This concept comprises the wave drag reduction potential by a re-circulation through
a porous material and an underlying cavity, which was mentioned in the introduction.

3.1.1. Advantages

The passive design and consequent low complexity are key advantageous features
of this approach. Furthermore, this concept requires very little installation space, thus, it
could be applied on almost any region of the wing.
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3.1.2. Challenges

It has been reported that whilst wave drag was reduced by the perforated skin,
the viscous component of drag increased which led to an overall drag increase [12]. The
challenge to design a porous surface that decreases the overall drag hereby exists. Moreover,
any porous surface concept in aeronautical applications (e.g., hybrid laminar flow, suction,
blowing etc. [31,99–101]) is susceptible to blockages from daily operations, and in this case
may inhibit the re-circulation of the airflow. Consequently, an adequate solution needs to
be found to purify the porosity from particles or prevent the contamination at all.

3.2. Concept 2—Preformed Spoiler

This concept is based on Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 in which variants of an adaptive
spoiler are described that use mainly the spoiler actuator to pull the preformed spoiler
shape, which represents the bump shape, into clean configuration.

3.2.1. Advantages

In relation to systems with several smaller actuators, this concept stays comparably
simple. If only the spoiler actuator is used for morphing, as in Section 2.1.1 [62–65], only
the spoiler structure needs to be modified into a morphing device and so any total weight
increase is expected to remain comparatively low. The implementation of the secondary
actuator adds the functionality of the SCB position variation to the system (Section 2.1.2),
which is together with the SCB height variation extremely important for SCB control.
Furthermore, both concept variants use components with high technological readiness. If
the concept is applied as in Section 2.1.1 [62–65] (one actuator) or Section 2.1.2 [67] (two
actuators), the flexible hinge technology offers additional opportunities for future wing
designs, irrespective of the usage of SCBs on the spoiler.

3.2.2. Challenges

The simplest embodiment with only one degree of freedom does not have the ability
to independently adapt the SCB height and position. This is why VC is needed to hold the
shock on a desired location. It should be investigated if VC can be applied in a sufficiently
wide range of flight conditions.

Moreover, if the bump shape is to be controlled more accurately and the spoiler shape
should stay rather planar in the high-lift configuration as well as in the airbrake case, a
second actuator or mechanism is needed which increases weight and complexity. Also, the
installation space with a second actuator may limit the implementation of this concept to
inboard regions of the wing.

Furthermore, the flexible hinge must be designed very carefully in terms of fatigue
and ultimate loads. The guiding devices can bear the loads and enable the usage of the
flexible hinge, however, these guiding devices increase weight and additional installation
space. Although this hinge solution is not mandatory for the general bump concept, a
similar structural modification applies to the cut-out section (bump hinge). If this bump
hinge cannot handle the loads on its own, the secondary actuator or mechanism would
have to be included to add stiffness and stability to this spoiler part.

In addition, the formation of 2D bumps is easiest to realize with spoiler actuator
concepts. The formation of 3D SCBs is, however, rather challenging to implement since
there are only a few spoiler actuators and the bump can only be created at the position of
the actuator.

3.3. Concept 3—SMA Wire Bundle Actuators

This concept comprises ideas of using several smaller actuators that consist of SMA
wire bundles and that are installed behind each other in chordwise direction. Above
introduced literature concepts are the fish-mouth (Section 2.2.1) and the Tube Spring
actuators (Section 2.2.2).
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3.3.1. Advantages

SMA actuators can be designed to be highly compact, thus, they can be used in wing
regions with limited installation space. The SMA actuation requires only an electrical
power supply to introduce heat to the SMA wires which is expected to mitigate the overall
system weight increase with respect to other actuation technologies such as hydraulic
fluid systems. Furthermore, due to the fact that several actuators are placed in chordwise
direction, the bump is not only variable in its height (depending on the amount of supplied
heat) but also in its position as well as shape. Also, the formation of both 2D and 3D bumps
is conceivable.

3.3.2. Challenges

Such systems are rather difficult to control since a large number of actuators must
be powered. The single actuators must be manufactured with great accuracy to ensure
the same properties for all of them. However, substantial progress has been made in the
last decades by manufacturing SMA actuators [102,103]. Moreover, SMA actuators need a
continuous heat supply during actuation if no locking mechanism is installed or another
solution is found to reduce the energy amount of such systems.

3.4. Concept 4—SMA Plate

This concept is based on the SMA plate introduced in Section 2.2.4 that is clamped on
all four sides and which forms a bump by buckling. The resulting SCB is in 3D.

3.4.1. Advantages

The advantages of reduced installation space, low weight increase and variable SCB
height, as mentioned for the SMA actuators of concept 3, are also true for a plate made out
of SMAs.

3.4.2. Challenges

Aside from the previously-mentioned points for SMA actuators in general, the follow-
ing additional challenges for an SMA plate are foreseen. Given the difficulty in adjusting
bump crest position, a careful design method and accompanying aerodynamic investiga-
tions need to be established to ensure drag reduction in a wide range of flight conditions.
Furthermore, a strategy for limiting the required energy for the SMA plate is required given
that the plate has a large surface and will be cooled by the surrounding air flow. Hence, to
reduce heat losses, the plate should be adequately thermally isolated from exposed airflow.

Although the performance of 2D and 3D bumps at design point in terms of drag
reduction is comparable [58], the buffet behavior is effected less strongly by 3D bumps [27].
Furthermore, it might be challenging to match the 3D aerodynamic target shape especially
at the bump edges with sufficient accuracy. Alternatively, strategies for modifying the plate
design to allow for 2D bumps without excessive complexity need to be determined for the
SMA plate.

3.5. Concept 5—Pressure-Actuated Concepts

This section focuses on the pressurized chambers (Section 2.2.3) and the Tube Spring
actuators (Section 2.2.2) concepts. Both can be actuated by a pressure fluid and consist of at
least two actuated elements or chambers, and both are described for a morphing spoiler in
which the actuated elements are implemented. Both concepts can be actuated by pressure
and share some similarities. However, they also differ in certain aspects.

3.5.1. Advantages

Both approaches can adapt the height, position and shape of the SCB. The chamber-
approach can be designed with three or two chambers, which leads to less complexity
compared to the Tube Spring concept, and still provides sufficient controllability. However,
although concepts such as the Tube Spring with several smaller actuators are more complex,
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the shape control can be greater due to the larger number of actuated elements. According
to [76] however, the chamber concept seems to be a feasible trade-off between accurate
shape control and complexity. Moreover, even if these approaches focus on the spoiler, an
application elsewhere on the wing might be possible, provided that sufficient installation
space is given, and in addition to that, the formation of both 2D and 3D bumps are viable.

3.5.2. Challenges

Pressure systems in general feature more complex setups with respect to purely
electrically driven actuation systems since components such as valves, pumps, tubes and
accumulators are needed. The sealing of fluidic pressure is also a key issue and adequate
solutions to ensure design simplicity and to prevent loss of control are needed. Furthermore,
especially if compressible air is used as the working medium, the development of an
adequate control system is also needed. The means of extraction and/or supply of fluidic
medium also requires careful design to ensure that the overall system does not exceed
energy and weight budgets.

3.6. Concept 6—Thin Flexible Plate Deformation by Airflow Pressure Differences

This concept comprises the ideas of using the natural pressure differences in the
vicinity of the transonic shock to deform a flexible plate which form a SCB. The literature
concepts have been introduced in Sections 2.3.1–2.3.3.

3.6.1. Advantages

The passive nature of the simple non-actuated flexible plate offers an advantage.
However, the cavity pressure has to be controlled, which requires a high degree of accuracy.
Furthermore, since this concept works without actuation it can also forego detecting
or measuring the shock position. In addition, the needed installation space (without an
actuator) is rather small, which makes the concept applicable to many locations and regions
on the aircraft wing.

The actuated solutions show a higher robustness against flow condition changes and
less sensitivity regarding the cavity pressure. The overall idea of using only one or two
actuators is promising, driven largely by its simplicity. Furthermore, since the results of
Rhodes [35] show that using more than two actuation points does not increase the accuracy
of the bump shape significantly, additional complexity is also likely avoided. From these
studies, it was clearly shown that the implementation of a second actuator increases the
controllability of the concept distinctly and sufficiently so to prevent additional actuators.

3.6.2. Challenges

With exception of the cavity pressure, the simplest non-actuated approach cannot be
controlled and thus has no possibility to change the bump shape actively. The challenge
hereby is, given all the sensitivities to external forces and conditions, how to implement
this passive concept whilst ensuring enough stability and robustness to alleviate shocks
when required and yet not cause undesirable effects. Furthermore, a robust design of the
SCB without control must be found that leads to drag reductions over a wide range of
flight conditions.

Although the solution with one actuation point introduced shape and position control,
this control is still rather limited. Moreover, there is the challenge that the flexible plate
might also be deformed under off-design conditions due to aerodynamic loads, which
leads to the question how this influences flight efficiency and safety. Furthermore, the
bump shapes are very sensitive in terms of cavity pressure, especially in the non-actuated
case. This is why leakages must be avoided, which requires an accurate manufacturing
and a well-designed sealing.

An additional challenge might be the low robustness of a rather thin flexible plate
against mechanical influences, e.g., impact and damage by hail. However, if two actuation
points are implemented the system seems to work also with a thicker plate which is not
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deformed by pressure differences. This could make the skin or plate more robust against
mechanical damages and off-design conditions.

3.7. Concept 7—Compliant Structures

The approach of using compliant structures is introduced in Section 2.4. The remarks
made here can also be used for compliant structures in general, and not just for the
configuration as described in Section 2.4.

3.7.1. Advantages

Compliant structures offer advantages in terms of reduced wear, backlash and friction
with respect to structures with conventional joints. Appropriate load tailoring can be
achieved by synthesizing the design appropriately, including determining the best positions
for the solid-state joints, tuning thicknesses, orienting composite plies appropriately (if
used) and determining best topologies or layouts. Additionally, if designed appropriately,
these compliant structures can offer advantages in terms of reduced maintenance and
repair, provided the structures undergo strains sufficiently smaller than dynamic fatigue
limits and are safeguarded against undesirable events (e.g., impact and lightning strike).

3.7.2. Challenges

A careful multidisciplinary design framework is needed to synthesize the compliant
structure whilst ensuring that the system is adequately aerodynamically robust given the
lack of independent control of both bump height and position. Such a design framework is
also needed in the case of shock position control via VC. Overall weight mitigation also
needs to be ensured given that larger actuators may be required in order to now work
against structural stiffness and not only the external loads. An effective manufacturing and
assembly strategy is also required for the selected materials given that compliant structure
geometries tend to be complex. Joining techniques need to ensure that loads are properly
transferred through the structure whilst preventing sharp stiffness gradients which may
cause hard points and thus stress concentrations or irregularities in outer profile shapes
which will detrimentally affect aerodynamic performance.

3.8. Concept 8—Shock Mitigation with Plasma
3.8.1. Advantages

Advantages include the small weight increase as well as the ability to implement
in small installation spaces. Moreover, the concept is able to control the flow within an
extremely short time frame [36]. In addition, since no mechanical moving parts are used
the system should be mechanically more robust and feature reduced wear, in contrary to
mechanical morphing systems.

3.8.2. Challenges

Methods for reducing the required overall energy are needed, given that a continuous
high energy supply is needed for producing plasma. This reduction would need to be
substantial enough to lead to an overall reduction in aircraft fuel burn. Given that this
technology is in fundamental stages of research, overcoming this challenge would require
an extended time. An additional challenge is the need to develop systems to shield fuel
against electrical currents and charges from the plasma system.

3.9. Comparative Table of SCB Concepts

To summarize the advantages as well as the challenges of the introduced adaptive
SCB concepts, Table 1 gives an overview of these systems and outlines the findings.

4. Conclusions

The adaptive SCB concepts reviewed in this work use various actuator technologies
and approaches to morph a flexible skin into bump shape. The highest degree of con-
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trollability is given for concepts which use several smaller actuators (concepts 3 and 5,
Table 1), although, for those concepts the complexity is often comparably high. Concepts
which use a preformed spoiler shape in combination with the spoiler actuator (concept 2)
use proven technologies and their complexity is comparably low. The preformed spoiler
shape has been identified as a technology of great simplicity and utility. This is why the
spoiler actuator concepts are found to be more advantageous if the shock is located on
the spoiler and if simplicity is the main driver. Nevertheless, also the thin flexible plate
which is deformed by only two actuators (concept 6 with two actuation points) seems to
have accurate controllability and if it is designed with sufficient large skin thickness the
robustness could be sufficiently high for an implementation in a real aircraft. Furthermore,
it is simultaneously rather simple, which is why it is also found to be an appropriate
concept. However, concept 6 (with two actuators) should be analyzed in due consideration
with the bump’s position variation, since it stays unanswered if this concept can fulfil both
a large position variation as well as an accurate bump shape control of the SCB. This is also
true for the pressure chamber approach (one variant of concept 5) if only two chambers are
used and should be analyzed, before choosing this concept.

The concepts that use several smaller actuators (fish-mouth and Tube Spring, concepts 3)
or pressurized elements (concept 5) have the major advantage of ensuring the highest
amount of SCB control (height, position and shape). The challenges are seen in the complex
control of these actuators as well as in the manufacturing. Although SMAs are a promising
actuator type for future aircraft wings, the energy demand has to be considered. A locking
device or mechanism might be a solution to reduce the energy amount for the bump
formation. The challenges for pressure actuated systems lie, on the one hand, in sealing the
system and, on the other hand, in the weight increase by the pressure system. Nonetheless,
the pressurized chambers offer reduced system complexity than the Tube Spring actuators,
if they are driven by pressure. Moreover, SMA actuators provide large deformation energy
also for small installation space. Especially for the outer wing regions their small size, and
the fact that they depend only on electricity, makes them very interesting. Therefore, the
SMA technology is found to be promising and it might work out well in combination with
a thin flexible plate with, e.g., two actuators (concept 6). Although the compliant structures
(concept 7) enable only a one-degree-of-freedom bump variation if designed as described in
Section 2.4, the general idea of using compliant structures or mechanisms could provide an
elegant solution for future SCB designs in terms of reduced part complexity in comparison
with kinematic systems.

Despite the advantages due to their simplicity, the thin flexible plate approaches
(concept 6) without or with only one single actuator do not seem to be rather robust against
mechanical influences and the control is limited. The SMA plate (concept 4) needs a lot of
heat and energy supply and must be very well insulated or the energy amount needs to be
reduced differently. Finally, the plasma heating elements (concept 8) in its current stage
require a lot of energy and its technology readiness is low for shock control.

In summary, several approaches already exist with a wide range of actuation concepts
to form adaptive SCBs on aircraft wings. The focus lies often on an adaptive spoiler design,
but also the installation in the outboard wing regions is possible with some approaches.
Often an increased controllability goes hand in hand with increased complexity. Thus, the
choice of concept is mostly a trade-off of how complex and heavy the system may become
and how much drag can be reduced and, in the end, how much fuel can be saved. Concepts
that use the spoiler actuator as well as concepts which manage accurate bump shapes with
only a few actuators and additional components are found to be most promising.

5. Outlook

Future investigations of adaptive SCBs should look into drag reduction and overall
system weight increase at the same time. Only with such an analysis can a conclusion be
drawn as to how large the overall reductions in fuel consumption and emissions really are.
However, since environmental aspects and goals are one of the main drivers for adaptive
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SCBs, the ecological design of such morphing systems and, e.g., the recycling should also
be considered, which were not analyzed in this review. Furthermore, optimizers which
use coupled FSI simulations for morphing systems offer a great potential for a fast and
detailed design and should be considered more often for adaptive SCBs. To attempt an
outlook, in the next five to ten years morphing components like adaptive spoiler SCBs
could increase in their technological readiness. They can play an important role in reaching
global emission targets and making aviation more efficient and environmentally friendly.

In the project Move-IntegR (FKZ: 20W1729C), position and height variable SCBs are
to be designed for a wing with hybrid laminar flow control (HLFC). Various concepts to
form SCBs on the spoiler will be considered and applied to performance and buffet-onset
optimized designs, with and without VC.
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